High reproducibility of patellar tendon vascularity assessed by colour Doppler ultrasonography: a reliable measurement tool for quantifying tendon pathology
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Background: This study examined whether patellar tendon vascularity could be quantified accurately in the clinical setting using colour Doppler ultrasonography.

Methods: A sonographer and two radiologists visually estimated tendon vascularity in millimetres in 74 tendons during ultrasound (US) examination and from hard copy films. These estimates were then compared to the length of vessels measured from the digital image in millimetres and the correlation between them was determined. A subset of 16 tendons was used to compare the estimates of vascularity by two examiners at US examination.

Results: The estimation of vascular length at US examination correlated highly with the measured vascular length \( r = 0.92; 95\% \text{ confidence interval (CI) } 0.87 \text{ to } 0.94 \), as did the length estimated from the films \( r = 0.94; 95\% \text{ CI } 0.9 \text{ to } 0.96 \). The correlation between examiners was 0.84 (95\% CI 0.51 to 0.94) for the estimates made during US examination and 0.85 (95\% CI 0.59 to 0.95) for the vessel lengths measured from the digital images.

Conclusions: These excellent correlations indicate that tendon vascularity can be reliably estimated using colour Doppler ultrasonography and tendon vascularity could therefore be used by clinicians to rate clinical change. This method of quantifying tendon vascularity could also be used in research to investigate the effects of tendon treatments on vascularity.

N ormal tendons are not painful and have no visible blood vessels when examined with colour Doppler ultrasound (US). In contrast, pain has been associated with tendon vascularity in chronic Achilles tendinopathy, and sclerosis of these vessels has been shown to significantly decrease pain. Although tendon vascularity can be a feature of patellar tendinopathy, the relationship between tendon pain and vascularity is not completely clear in the patellar tendon and further investigation is warranted. Currently, there are no reliable and valid measurement tools to quantify vascularity in the clinical or research setting. Previous studies of tendon vascularity have not attempted to quantify the extent of the vascularity; tendons were simply classified as normal or abnormal. Tendons with florid vascularity or no vascularity are simple to classify. Clinically, however, a range of tendon vascularity is encountered, from small single vessels to complex and exuberant vascularity.

A method to quantify tendon vascularity is essential if the importance of vascularity in patients presenting with painful tendons is to be explored. Quantification of changes in vascularity over time in these patients may allow a better understanding of the role of vascularity in tendon morbidity. This may in turn allow improved clinical decision making when deciding on conservative or surgical management.

Tendon research would also be assisted by a measurement system that reliably quantifies tendon vascularity, as it would allow further examination of the role of vascularity in tendon pain, pathology, and recovery.

A measure of tendon vascularity must be reliable and correctly estimate the amount of vascularity in a tendon when compared to a measure of known accuracy. The measure must also return comparable scores when used by more than one examiner. The primary aim of this study was to establish a reliable, clinically relevant, and time efficient method of estimating tendon vascularity. The secondary aim was to compare the clinical and measured vascular scores of two clinicians examining the same tendon.

METHODS
This study compared (i) an estimate of tendon vascularity at US examination, (ii) an estimate of tendon vascularity taken from the films of the same examination, and (iii) a direct measurement of the vascularity conducted on a computer (fig 1). The study also compared the estimates of vessel length at US examination by two examiners.

Subjects
The patellar tendons of 120 actively competing volleyball players (three grades from elite to domestic competition) were examined with real time US by an experienced musculoskeletal sonographer. Both patellar tendons for each player were imaged.

Subjects were part of a larger cohort that included those with and without tendon pathology and with and without knee symptoms. Subjects’ knee pain have not been reported as this paper is intended to only report a measurement technique and not reflect on the clinical presentation of the subjects. Ethics approval was obtained from the La Trobe University Human Ethics Committee and all subjects provided informed consent.

Ultrasound protocol
The tendons were initially imaged on an US machine in both grey scale and colour Doppler with a 13.5 MHz linear transducer (Siemens Acuson CV70, Siemens, Germany). Colour Doppler settings were standardised with a gain of

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; US, ultrasound
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Figure 1. A flow diagram showing the images and personnel involved in this study.

Measurement protocol

The protocol used to quantify tendon vascularity was the same for each of the three measures used (fig 2). Tendons were only measured from the sagittal plane image.

Each vessel visible in the tendon was quantified (estimated or measured) in millimetres. Vessels estimated or measured to be less than 1 mm in length were not included, while vessels that were not continuous but had breaks of less than 1 mm between ends were considered to be continuous. Vessels clearly in the fat pad or superficial to the tendon were not counted, while those whose location was more difficult to determine were considered to be tendon vessels. The lengths of all vessels were totalled to give a measure of tendon vascularity for each tendon.

To standardise the area measured, a 15 mm (AP) by 20 mm focus box was placed on the sagittal image with the greatest vascularity, centred over the proximal aspect of the tendon, and only vessels within this box were measured or estimated for all vascularity measures.

Vessel length estimated from US imaging

The vessel lengths visually estimated during real time US examination and from US films were done blind to the other estimates or measures. The examiners estimated the vessel length by placing one line of known length on the image (usually 5 mm) and then, using this line as a guide, estimating the total length of the vessels. The vessel length estimated from the US films took account of magnification of the image.

For inter-tester reliability, the same procedure was then repeated by a radiologist and included US examination of the tendon and selection of the image for vessel length estimation; these procedures were completed blind to the sonographer’s images or estimates.

Measured vessel length

The stored images were viewed in Photoshop (Adobe version 7) and measured blind to the imaging estimates. Using the software’s measurement tool, the 15 mm box was used to determine the number of pixels for 1 mm. Tortuous vessels (those that changed direction several times) were measured with a maximum of three lines and the score totalled to give the vessel an overall score (fig 2). All tendon vessels were measured in pixels, and the total added and converted to a length in millimetres. All images were measured twice by the researcher to establish the test-retest reliability of the measured score.

Data analysis

Data were entered into SPPS (Version 10) and mean and standard deviation of the vessel lengths calculated. The correlation of the vessel length estimated from the US examination and from the film with that measured from the stored images was determined using Pearson’s r. The vessel length was measured twice on the computer and the two measures were compared with a two way mixed model intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for absolute agreement (test-retest). The vessel lengths estimated by the two examiners during US examination were compared with an ICC (two way random model) for absolute agreement (inter-tester).

RESULTS

Seventy four vascular tendons (39 right, 35 left) were included in the analysis. Sixteen of these tendons were examined by two examiners to determine the inter-tester reliability of the vascular measurements.

There was no significant difference between the mean of the estimates of vessel length at US examination, the estimates of the vessel length on the films, and the measured length using the computer (table 1). This suggests that each method of quantifying vessel length gave similar results.

This is supported by the excellent correlation between all three methods of quantifying vessel lengths (table 2); the correlation between all measurements was significant at p<0.01.

The test-retest reliability of the measured vessel length (0.94; 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.88 to 0.97) was excellent, as was the inter-tester reliability between the two examiners of the estimated vessel length at US examination (0.84; 95% CI 0.51 to 0.94) (fig 3). There were no significant differences between the estimates from US examination (p = 0.17) and measured lengths (p = 0.45) of the two examiners (table 3).

DISCUSSION

This study showed that estimating vessel length from US examination or films is a valid method for quantifying tendon vascularity. Therefore, these easy and time efficient measures can be used to quantify tendon vascularity in the clinical setting as quick and reliable quantification across a wide range of tendon vascularity is possible.

This study also demonstrates that two clinicians can image the same tendon and provide similar estimates of tendon vessel length. Despite differences in the appearance of the vessels in the actual images, this method returned comparable measures (fig 3).
This study fills a gap in imaging tendons and their vascularity, as early studies on tendon vascularity have not attempted to scale vascularity as “there have been no reports of a reliable system for grading vascularity”.68 This scoring system will allow clinicians and researchers to further investigate treatments that may affect tendon vascularity and pain. The sagittal plane was chosen as the primary scan plane for the clinical length because most tendon vessels lie in this plane. Axial images were taken and analysed, but provided no improvement on the reported measurement technique. The clinical estimators of tendon vascularity in this study had limited experience and training in estimating vessel length and had not cross referenced their methods prior to this investigation. This suggests that this method can be learned and become clinically reliable in a short time with little training. This increases the clinical utility of the method as no intense training appears to be required to record reproducible tendon vascularity estimates.

Limitations of this study
Methods to account for vessel diameter were not included this measurement technique as they would have decreased the clinical utility. Further research on vascular diameter is required to clearly demonstrate its association with tendon pain and morbidity. This study used standardised colour Doppler gain and colour. It is unclear if other colour Doppler settings would impact on the validity of this method as only vessel length is measured. However, it is likely that this measuring system would be resilient to changes in colour Doppler settings. It is important to note that repeat estimates and measurements of tendon vascularity over time must be carried out with the same colour Doppler settings.
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Limitations of this study
Methods to account for vessel diameter were not included this measurement technique as they would have decreased the clinical utility. Further research on vascular diameter is required to clearly demonstrate its association with tendon pain and morbidity. This study used standardised colour Doppler gain and colour. It is unclear if other colour Doppler settings would impact on the validity of this method as only vessel length is measured. However, it is likely that this measuring system would be resilient to changes in colour Doppler settings. It is important to note that repeat estimates and measurements of tendon vascularity over time must be carried out with the same colour Doppler settings.

CONCLUSIONS
Estimating tendon vascularity at US examination and from US films is reliable and valid and has utility for both the clinical setting and research on tendon vascularity. Further investigation of tendon vascularity, pain, and morbidity may be more easily quantified now that a reliable and valid measurement tool is available for this purpose.
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Table 1 Mean (SD) of the three sagittal plane scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel length</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Range, mm</th>
<th>Mean (SD), mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured on computer</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1–32.5</td>
<td>9.9 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated at US examination</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1–37</td>
<td>13.4 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated from US films</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1–30</td>
<td>11.1 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Correlation matrix for vessel length between the three forms of measurement (Pearson’s r)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Measured on computer</th>
<th>Estimated at US examination</th>
<th>Estimated from US films</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured on computer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.92*</td>
<td>0.93*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated at US</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.94*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated from US</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>films</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant at p<0.01.

Table 3 Vessel length estimated from US examination and measures from computer images by two examiners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimated from US examination</th>
<th>Measured on computer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sonographer</td>
<td>20.2 (12.7)</td>
<td>15.1 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist</td>
<td>17.0 (10.3)</td>
<td>16.5 (10.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = 16; values are in millimetres and are mean (SD).

Figure 2 The measuring technique used when estimating or measuring tendon vessel length. When measuring on the computer, a maximum of three lines was used to quantify a single vessel. The total lengths of line were then summed to give a measure of tendon vascularity.

Figure 3 The images of a single tendon selected by the two examiners, clinically estimated, and then measured. The estimated vessel lengths at US examination for these images were 19 and 22 mm and the measured lengths on computer were 20 and 22 mm.

These tendon vascularity measures have been examined as regards the patellar tendon only, and their applicability to other tendons must be determined. However, the simplicity and utility of this measurement indicate that it may be equally applicable to other tendons.

CONCLUSIONS
Estimating tendon vascularity at US examination and from US films is reliable and valid and has utility for both the clinical setting and research on tendon vascularity. Further investigation of tendon vascularity, pain, and morbidity may be more easily quantified now that a reliable and valid measurement tool is available for this purpose.
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